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CHAPTER-V 

DECORATIVE ART OF SUB- HIMALAYAN DARJEELING 

Man has travelled a long way towards the accomplishment of his expectation for the 

comfort, satisfaction and utilities of life, from cave cells in distant mountainous regions and 

forests to contemporary flats, with labor-saving apparatus in the urban areas and better 

amenities even in smaller towns with power and water supplies. But has he done so really 

speaking? Today, the city dweller has to live, not in a small cave cell, but in a cultured 

apartment with his entire family in a vast mountain like form within asector not much larger 

than that of a cave cell or a small mud hut.  Wherever he may dwell, man’s residence has to 

be a place where he can carry on his household pursuits, relax after his day’s work and 

engage in a corporate life with his family and friends. Towards that end he desire to works, 

and gears all his spirits. Various countries have distinct types of homes, built in keeping with 

their climatic situations, the specific ways of life of the people of the country and 

conventional architectural trends. They are also equipped with a view to his work, respite and 

pleasure and as esthetically as feasible within his means. 

Various notions of Decoration 

India’s huge treasures of cave dwellings and archaeological traces and architectural 

grandeur, found all over the country, provide adequateproof that man has always tried to 

make his environment propitiate to himself, artistic, signifying and above all utilitarian.The 

once successful, buried cities of Lothal, Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa that have now been 

excavated and are served as prehistoric sites are evidence of the way people lived, the things 

of houses they construct and the things that were permanently used by them. All these 

entirepersisting results human endeavor in artistic creativity completelyopen up the attributes 

of architecture and ornamental art of the age to which they belong. 
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So far as India is concerned, it is difficult to perceive what is meant by interior 

decoration, unless important perspectives of the matter are borne in mind. The conventional 

structure of interior decoration in India diverse from those of west.The peoples of India have 

from time antediluvian been constantly involved in a search for things of lasting value, things 

of a perdurable character, in variance to those of a momentary nature. This is true not only of 

terrestrial things, but also of literature and the fine arts of sculpture, painting and music. This 

conjecture is probably, a deliberation of their religious faith and conviction. The result has 

been that they have approved architectural and sculptural attributes and murals for their 

ornamentations, rather than furniture, for sanctifying the interiors of their public monuments 

or private homes. 

One finds, therefore, that in India the inwards of public buildings whether they are 

temples, mosques, grandeur cenotaph, public halls or palaces, were beautified by delicate 

architectural features, engravings and sculptures.  A great deal of care was elaborated on 

every nook and corner of the building.  Its aesthetic charm was magnified by decorative 

pillars and brackets inviting and marvelous thresholds and doorways, frescos on the walls and 

ceilings, artistic coping and friezes in stucco work and chiseled and ornamental screens. To 

add to these characteristics, the compounds and floors had to be prim and sparkling. One of 

the early morning duties of the housewife was to make fresh free-hand motifs on the floor 

near the gateway with chalk or rice flour paste. 

The architectural necessities of a pretty Indian home were lovely friezes, enchanting 

screens, sweeping arches, graceful niches, long corridors and open verandahs. With this 

overall frame work, it was no amazement that furniture and furnishings possessed a place of 

minor significance. Apart from, the tradition was that every article in the home had to have 

more uses than one. In the association of the present day, life has become more and more 

intricate and is an exert influence on by models of living in several parts of the world because 
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of termination contacts with them. Situations, therefore, urged a intermingling of the old and 

the new, the old on account of tradition, pertinency and habit, and the new in dominance of 

modern influences, habitation problems, adjustments to several living situations and service 

complications greater thought and attention need to be given to the cognizance of essential or 

important things, while those which are inessential or trivial justify to be turn down. The 

house holder has to see that every room and every object in the home fulfils the urge of both 

efficiency and aesthetic impregnation. Once the concept of interior ornamentation in India is 

entirely understood, a true image of this art in its implementation to Indian conditions rises 

before the mind’s eye. Probably a question may be asked, and relevantly too, whether the 

concept of interior decoration is not modern and alien, emerging from our contacts with 

western ideas, or sharpened from present day trends in other countries. This may be partly 

true, if we look interior decoration from this angle, as many do today. A glimpse into India’s 

past discloses that town planning, good housing and pleasant and aesthetic living were not 

ignored in any way in this country. Afterwards public buildings and institutions, there was a 

continuous advancement of townships that flourished as commercial and industrial cities at 

several ports where urban life appeared. A dip into the ancient Hindu, Jain and Buddhist 

literature disclose that due attention was paid to these things by our ancestors.1 

The reference of mahayantra-pravartakas, or engineers as we call them today, 

architects, shilpins,2 and many artisans of old in our old texts assures that eligible men were 

in exercise as professionals, and a number of auxiliary occupations were followed by artisans.  

The life of comfort led by the nagarikas or residents of urban areas, narrated by vatsyayana, is 

adequate proof of the cognizance of the significance of congenial and aesthetic living in those 

early times. A mentions to some of the sixty-four vidyasspecified by vatsyayana in his 

kamasutra, an old treatise alsodealing with the responsibilities of a man both as a householder 

and a citizen, will give an idea of the arts in which he was awaited to be efficient. There are at 
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least a dozen vidyas or segments of wisdom uttered that a normal nagarika or citizen was 

conjectured to know in order to equip him as such. Among these dozen vidyas were 

architecture and house building, including the artistic tilling of floors, horticulture and 

gardening, matting and weaving, carpentry, weaving of cane, floral decking of carriages, 

palanquins and doles, flower arrangements in the home, furnishing the home with divans 

(low sofas), beds, tables for toilet requisites, rangoli (floor drawing) and toy 

making. 3 Afterwards the figurative characteristics inside a house, its surroundings were 

indiscriminately significant. Houses needed gardens around them, with well laid out flower-

beds, figurative plants, trees that produced fruit in several seasons, and large trees that gave 

shade. In the gardens were paths with overhanging bowers on which flowering creepers 

bloomed in all their glory, filling the air with their aroma. Avenues with shady trees 

proliferated. The earliest evidence to a garden is by Megasthenes who found the 570 towers 

of pataliputra breath-taking. The palace, which was built chiefly of wood, transgressed in its 

glamour the palace of Ecbatana4 and Susa. It stood in a comprehensive park filled with 

flowering trees and shrubs containing many fish ponds. There were shady groves and trees 

set in clumps forming bowers with their branches entwine by some especial cunning of the 

gardener. There are bids there, free and unanchored, nesting in branches, bids of all kinds 

besides the parrots that are kept there and wheel in bevies round the king’s person.  There are 

lovely artificial tanks with fishes in them, very large and quite mild.5 

This type of city life was perhaps separated from life in the villages, which however had 

its own temptation. Village lives, which more or less approach to tribal life, give back the 

aesthetic appetites of the people who lived in the villages. Their homes were adorned with 

icons, drawings on the walls, carved wood work, terracotta figurines and masks. They also 

comprised beautiful articles of aptness like tobacco-cases, baskets, chests for keeping things, 

lovely earthenware, embroideries and loom tapestries. We can now envision, in general, the 
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homes of the Indian people of ancient times, whether in the successful cities or in the distant 

villages. This way of life pursuedconstantly for centuries. There was no considerable change 

or transformation until India began to have greater associations with the Western world, and 

the people became fascinated of their entirely several pattern of life. While Westerners 

acknowledged many of the characteristics of decorations and embellishing in India and 

borrowed them to decorate their homes, the people here rejected them step by step and began 

pioneering emerge features of interior decoration. 

The subject of interior decoration is worried with the aesthetic and functional 

perspective to things within the four walls of a home. It, therefore, welcomes a very wide 

range of articles. The Indian notion of a thing of art combines in itself not merely its 

functional but also its persisting values. Decoration and the decorative arts can presume a 

wide diversity of forms and shapes, relying on the object which it is desired to embellish or 

beautify, whether it be a shrine a public monument, a palace or a moderate house. In giving 

manifestation to his inborn desire for designing beautiful things to delight the eye and feed 

the innovation, man has stretch neither his time nor his labor during the several periods of 

civilization. 

The first stage of decorative art in India is that of the prehistoric phase of which we can 

get an idea from the primitive inserted sites and what has been dug up there. They equip 

instance of an urban civilization aided by an agricultural stage of society. The survival of 

such a civilization in many parts of the country is exhibited by the exhumations made by 

archaeologists at Pataliputra, Lothal, and the Narmada Valley and earlier in the Indus valley, 

which is now dated as pertaining to the period between B.C. 2500 and 1700.6“The high 

quality of the materials used in the construction of houses, the advantageous nature of the 

residences, the planning of cities (and) great hydropathical establishments” and the metals 

and mixture then in use have fetched to light a high standard of living.  It is also ascertained 
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that this stage was reached before the Aryans penetrated India. When the Aryans immigrated 

to India, they had to compete with strong people living in protected “Puras and durgas” that is 

localities and fortresses. Indra, one of the Vedic gods, is described as “Purandara” the shaker 

of cities.7 The period of Indo-Aryan is amalgamation, the Vedanta’s, the Upanishads and the 

Puranas. Vedic literature specifies a number vocations that were accompanied, no doubt to 

serve for the needs of a advanced society, among them bring that of black smiths or metal 

workers or taxidermists, gold and silver smiths, vaniks or traders and Krishi workers or 

agriculturists. Even though the two ancient epics, the Ramayana and Mahabharata, are 

narrativeseulogizing human virtues portraying the character of heroes, there is sufficient 

material in them describing the life of the common man as well as of princely families.  The 

third stage of interior decoration in India is a splendid one. In this era one comes face to face 

with the artworks or forms of the many beautiful things that embellished homes and palaces.  

This was an epoch of what may be illustrated as great happenings. The frescos of Ajanta are 

eminent instances of the art of interior decoration. From some of these paintings it would be 

crop up that wood as well as stone and brick masonry were implemented for the interior 

decoration of the houses as soon in them. The superbly carved columns, pilasters, lintels, 

arches and ceilings of the interior of these houses designate that much timber was used to 

decorate them. A careful and précised study of the Ajanta caves and the murals that embellish 

their walls leads one to the inference that while public monuments, monasteries and temples 

were built in rock, domestic architecture made utilize of wood for the building of houses.8 

Art of wood Carving in Ancient India 

Wood has been a primitive material and an almost universal form of manifestation of 

the creative urge of man for the last five thousand years or so. Conceivably the earliest 

sculptor for its easy accessibility and ready manageability had chosen it for expressing his 

creative impulse and even in later times a sculptor seems to have tried his hand first in this 
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form before he worked in more solid and resistant materials like stone and metals. Woefully 

the enduring instances are not that enough in terms of output and antiquity. Most of the 

existent specimens coming from the distinct parts of India are rather late, considered along 

with the literary traditions concerning this art; they are probably adequate to specify that 

wood was regarded as one of the major plastic apparatus by the artists in the days of yore.  

Comprehensibly they earned a thorough study on a relative method along with the sculptural 

formations in other media like stone and metal. 

The term phrase carving has so rational an implication as to cover figural sculptures 

both freestanding and reliefs), cult-icons, architectural decorations, household articles and 

toys and furniture.9A hymnist of the Rig-Veda once asked: ‘which was the forest, and what 

was the tree out of whose wood the heaven and earth were carved?’Amidst the components 

out of which Visvakarma the heavenly artist could have designed the universe it was wood 

that first occurred to the mind of Vedic sage. Indeed, besides clay wood was the most 

preferred material in the primordial world as medium of originative manifestation on account 

of the fact that it was as even now, effortlessly attainable and readily tractable. Literary 

references clearly specify the popularity of wood as a plastic material, but remaining to its 

decayable mature extant samples ancient wood carving is very rare. A differentiation of these 

instances, which were manufactured by the primordial in the far-off days, with the 

comparatively recent carvings of the tribal and the unspecialized people, would tend to 

suggest that the genesis of the art lies in the magical-religious ideas of indigenous peoples 

(naturvolker). In reality tribal and primordial art is more magical-religious than aesthetic in 

essence and satisfaction.10 

Wood has been exercised for a variety of grounds since the dawn of civilization.  It has 

been associated with human life from his birth to death: his infancy is made of wood and his 

bodily leavings after his death are disposed of with the shape of a coffin or a cluster of piles. 
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Timbers have provided material for his residence and his household articles, utensils, 

furniture, agricultural devices, vehicles, boats and also fuel for cocking his food.  There are a 

number of trees like vata (ficusindica),) and udumbara (ficusglomerata) which have 

medicinal and power permitting property. As a malleable material too wood has been 

considerable use for at least 5000 years. And its popularity has been principally due to its 

prime accessibility and ready tractability. Artists all over the world in ancient as well as 

modern times have further been precise by its gain which gives variety of motif or style and 

consistency to its surfaces, by its precise and variegated colors and by its warmth which stone 

and metal lacks. As a mechanism of secular as well as religious sculpture and architectural 

decoration wood is seen to have been in wide utility throughout the ancient and medieval 

world.11 

It is very fascinating to find in the work of a well known Indian astronomer of the sixth 

century A.D. by name Varahamihira, called the ‘Brihat Samhita, a mention to the several 

kinds of wood that were favoured in India for making furniture. This leads one to infer that 

selection wood for furniture long in practice in India. His itemizes fourteen kinds, 

incorporating the famous teak, black wood (sisso) and sandalwood, which were in modern 

use.12Reference is also made to the best time for parting as well as seasoning wood in the 

Silpa Sastra on engineer and architecture and in some of the puranas.13 Apart from these 

invoguetypes, other popular and principal timbers incorporated sandal (samtalum album), 

babul (acacia arabicaacacia Arabica), hal (odinacordifolia), nim (azadirachtaindica), comb-

teak or guman (gumelina – arloorea), Khir or Khirni (manilkanahexandra), mahua 

(madhukaindica), Sadri (terminaliatomontosa) and teeter (tamarindusindica). Mango wood is 

also appeared in large scale use. In India the primitive of the practice of wood has been 

shoved back to the Indus civilization.14 
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It has been speculated that the Harappa’s used timbers in fashioning the upper stories of 

their buildings, these ceilings of which were flat and built of solid beams protected with 

planking finished with a top dressing of beaten earth. Presumably some sort of mural 

decoration, such as sculpted wood or color was used on these constructions. The 

marketability of wood in the next period of Indian culture is attested by one of the hymns of 

the Rig-Veda stated at the outset, where the sage questioned: which was the forest and what 

was the tree out of whose wood the heaven and earth were sculpted?  Imaginably buildings, 

images and other articles in the Rig-Veda, later Vedic and early historical stages were made 

of wood.  The tradition about a sandal wood sculpture of Jivantasvami (Mahavira) sculpted in 

his life time and apparently worshiped by his disciples.15 

We can say with the reference in the Buddhist literature to the Darukammika as the 

prosperous carpenter or the timber merchant, the Yankara as building chariot-wheels, the 

Tachchaka as modeling wood, and carpenters erecting wooden structures propose that 

carpentry during this time had reached a notably promoted stage; it was a specialized 

vocations and that the carpenter’s art had achieved perfection to a great scale. It seems from 

mentions to wooden structures that the most considerable work that the carpenters were doing 

was building houses and palaces. Earlier to the improvement of stone architecture, it was the 

wooden architecture which was frequent in the country, and the eminent wooden palace of 

Chandragupta Maurya is well known.16The classic writers like Arian and Strabo express, on 

the authority of their predecessor, Megasthenes, who stayed at the court of Chandragupta 

Maurya (c.324-300 B.C.), that the main section of the imperial palace be composed of a 

series of hypostyle halls bearing pillars of wood each of which was grabbed around with 

vines engraved in gold and adorned with designs of birds and foliage in gold and silver.17 

We also get references in the Nikayas to usual house of wood and pinnacled houses 

having roof beams.  The Maha-Ummaga Jataka says about of the building. The city fortress 
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of Mithila, reparation of the old structures and so on, for which the carpenters were sent to 

the forest for assembling the needed timber on 300 boats. The AtinachittaJataka gives a vivid 

narration of the work carpenters involved in the building industry. As massive logs were 

wanted for the objective of house building, they expected it is the best course to go inside the 

forests, procure the essential materials, and transport them through rivers to their workshops.  

Accordingly, they went inmost the forest in vessels, and according the requires of the variety 

of the building under erection, shaped beams and planks, put together, the framework, 

numbering all the samples and then carried them through the river. They would then 

construct the houses and send them to the customers and get their wages.18 

Furniture, the major among household items, deserves a particular consideration. That 

in the Indians in the distant past gave adequate attention to it is conveyed by a long list of 

furniture articles included in the sixth Khandhaka of the ‘Chullavagga’ of VinayaPitaka.  This 

list containing a large diversity of chairs and several types of bedsteads sustains the influence 

that furniture in those days was no less varied in form and nature than it is now. However 

Indian furniture, at present recently, contained of bedsteads (charpai), stools or small tables 

(chauki), teapoys, folding chairs, wicker chairs (modha), separation screens and litters (palki). 

In many of these articles may be acknowledged the survival of old art forms and some of 

them fascinatingly belong to the ancient Egyptian and Babylonian collections. While under 

the Muslim rule bedsteads presumed a massive emergence, during the British regime huge 

beds with engraved figures of nymphs and sensual reliefs became fashionable.  From the 

early eighteenth century onwards chairs also came under European impact and instances 

engraved with baroque European leaf work, came to be considered with jewels or 

implimented in silver, gold and ivory, and came to be considered as prize assets of Indian 

Nawabs and also Zamindars. 19 
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India has a sybaritic domain in wood, for each type has its own specific properties of 

grain and strength. Man disclosed this marvelous attributes of the wood and soon felt the 

magic vibrating in his own fingers which could cut and form this material. Soon a 

wonderland of elegance was formed out of it, for every little thing for practice could be 

beautified by some engraving. So, could the adjoining, in fact every part of the formation 

could be furnished. The discerning wood workers manifested styles and items that each 

particular type of wood lends it to, providing appreciable range in fascinating wood work. For 

evidence Kashmir has the soft toned graceful walnut and the facile deodar wood that has 

directed the craft man’s efficient fingers into subtle lines and decorative motifs gracefully and 

captivating objects with natural colors accomplished. The chiseling was always accustomed 

to the function of the articles. Likewise, fine lattice work that went into elevating screens was 

exquisitely shaped into jewelry caskets. The carpenter made the household artifacts. Each 

artifact had a special function: a jug for holding milk, a cup with four corners was for 

sacrificial task. There are few other items that convey high virtue carvings, the palanquin and 

chariot (temple car). Some of the chariots are as ornate as the pyramidal temple gate, with 

equally fine engraving. Building of boats and ships had achieved high attribute as a craft. The 

primary pictorial instance of this is in the Ajanta frescoes dating around 500 B.C. This shows 

an extremely attractive boat with the edge enfolded with designs and the forepart carved with 

the form of an animal. The book YuktiKalpataru has almost an absolute treatise on boat 

building and includes directions on its ornamentation shapes for engraving, furnishing, even 

the colors to be used. Likewise the warships were also luxuriously adorned. Local 

particularities are evident in wood work, some uncommon like for example a book rest with a 

tortoise base, over it a peacock, over it a lion, on the very peak an elephant. Besides the 

household objects, craft appliances were also beautifully engraved with grevency or each 
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given bird or animal shape, is it a hammer, a shuttle, a pulley, a spinning wheel, these simple 

articles modified into little works of art.   

In this situation, mention may be made of the engraving of blocks for hand printing.  

Few people perceive that centuries of a faithfully respected tradition supplies the engrowing 

demand for these magnificently, attentively chiseled engraving on little pieces of wood.  

Reference is made here of just a few household objects. Out of what appear like hundred, to 

show how very particular each craft still was in spite of large numbers being produced. This 

also declares the rich vision that enjoyed designing the pleasure evolved from a kind of 

playing with one’s talent and efficiency to give birth to a new object, but with a motive, and 

draw more various pleasures from enlarged varieties. Woodwork flowered into full growth 

when it began to be utilized for carving statues and structures. A notable fact about image 

forming is that the inner notion, the psychological factors comprised, the laws leading to the 

disclosing of the notions and building of the figure, rules governing the shape, ratio, 

attributes, symbol, are tired disregarding of the material employed to make the facade.20 

Craftsmanship began to achieve nearly unlimited proportion once architecture presumed 

central significance. Texts carefully composed in Vastuvidya and Vastusastras became the 

bibles for erection art and science. First the element used was wood which had an elegance 

and charm of its own. Though most of this has passed away.  What endures is of enormous 

worth both for its aesthetic value as confirmation of the originality of efficiency, as also 

scientific dimension and exceptional perfection making for usual stability and longevity: each 

point that went into the formation was unconventional and had a particular name, a simple yet 

productive method to avoid any error in the final gathering. Another feature of the wooden 

structure was the astonishing purity of its sections. 
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Some wood is recognized for its color like the Rakta chandani, blood colored sandal 

wood, for their fragrance like the ebony black rosewood and the celebrated faint yellow tinted 

sandal wood.  Both rose and sandal wood lend themselves terrifically to associated and 

elongated patterns, wrought by complex interlacing of foliage and scroll work, enfolding 

medallions of deities, and a diversity of details are combined with amazing efficiency, labor 

of boundless care and endurance. An ingredient that requires special mention is a whisk 

comprised of fine hair like strips of sandalwood.21 

Decorative furniture, seen in the pictures of the early medieval period, supposes new 

forms with the advent of the Portuguese and Dutch in India, who were greatly captivated by 

the engraved and studded woodwork of the country. Although Bird-wood says that the Dutch 

were the first to take fascinate in designed wooden furniture and other pieces of western style 

carved in the cultural themes attaining in temples, furniture in Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London, specifies early Indo-Portuguese manners and later those of the Indo-Dutch. The 

furniture of the later medieval age carries several foreign effects not only of the West but the 

East as well. Indian furniture appears to have exercised its impact on West from very early 

times. Connections with Greece and Rome are apparent from uniform boxes with roof like 

inclining lids and elaborate patterns common in India. It is fascinating that there is some 

resemblance in the representation of couches, thrones, seats or chairs, foot-rests, bolsters and 

bedsteads in the sculptural reliefs of Ajanta and Amravati and those of the Byzantine Empire 

of Rome, dated in the middle of the 6th and the 10th centuries A.D. Turned legs are observed 

in the bedsteads of Rome of the 2nd Century A.D. These are shows that India did not lag 

behind in the improvement of furniture styles and furnishings.22 

The most in fashion medium used for making the vessels, particularly those meant for 

immolating sacrifices and devotion, was wood. Chamasa and Chamu both of these containers 

were used for drinking. Dru, Druna, Drona, Kalaso and Dronalava: All these repositories 
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associate to one category.23Following to Hillebrandt, dru was a wooden vessel that was 

installed under the Sieve to gather the flowing Soma juice.24Drona is another well known 

mouthed vessel, usually used for bearing Prasad bestowed to the deities. 25 Many of the 

agricultural devices and household articles found stated in the Rig-Veda were also created 

from wood.  The wood of asvattha (perhaps pepal) tree was most exoteric and utilized 

especially for vessels used in sacrifices.  Reference to the following sorts of wooden articles 

is appeared in the Rig-Veda. 

(i) Ratha – It was the main equipage with Rig-Veda people utilized both in battles as well  

as for  travelling. 

(ii) Nava (boat) – References of ark are very repeatedly found in Rig-Veda. The arks 

 must have been purely formed of wood. Rig-Veda refers of an ark with hundred oars 

 (Sataritra). 

(iii) Ata (frame work of door) – At one space in Rig-Veda the word ata which signifies the 

 frame work of door, is narrated. 

(iv) Chakra (wheel) – A clear mentions of wooden wheel is traced in a section of Rig-Veda, 

 where Indra is sought to be bent (pleased) via adoration just as a carpenter curves the 

 wooden wheel. 

(v) Langala (plough) – At a passage in the Rig-Veda adoration has been made for the 

benefit of the plough and the plough man. The component used in plough must have been 

chiefly wood. 

(vi) Box – A wooden box like thing stated except details (whether it had a lid on it or  not) 

at a section in Rig-Veda. 

(vii) ManthanaDanda (churning instrument) – This instrument come-up on one or two 

occasions in Rig-Veda. Though there is no reference of what it was made of, but from its 

action it can be presumed that it must have been a wooden tool. 
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(viii) Aksa (dices) – Dices have been mentioned to in relation with the game of dices and 

 the satisfaction taking place from them is equalized with that obtained from drinking of 

soma.   They are clearly revealed to have been formed of wood. (Vibhidaka nuts). 

(ix) Talpa (cot) – This word take place in Rig-Veda stands for cot or bed. Apparently it is 

made of wood.26 

Most of the wooden crafts traced during Rig-Veda age stayed during later period also.  

The wood of udumbara, asvattha (peepale), palasa, varana and vikankala, being regarded 

refine, was used for creating most of the wooden crafts. References of the following kinds of 

vessels are found in literature.Chamasa, chamu, dronakalasa, dru, drone-ahava etc. Upabhrta 

has appeared in relation with sacrificial function.27Carpentry was an inevitable craft for the 

later Vedic society. The wood worker had then turned out more scientific in the selection of 

wood for several purposes, as is apparent from his selection of udambara wood. The methods 

of splitting tubes to wave them into basket or mat and of grinding them with stone to change 

into fibers for creating ropes were known to them. The chariot maker acquainted the 

importance of axle in the vehicle. He chose Aratu (colosanthesIndica) wood which is very 

strong for the axle and does not effortlessly break. Again to check the breaking of axle due to 

getting exquisitely heated by rapid revolution of wheel, the chariot maker used the methods 

of binding straps to its body. There is also a mention to the chariot maker’s use of the method 

of engraving on the chariots. This shows the degree of pleasure attained by this industry. The 

use of trapya, a material drawn from trapya tree for making garments stated in the Srauta 

Sutras also points to the growing consciousness of the people of diverse genres of wood and 

the techniques of using the same for the benefit of the society. Likewise, the manufacture of 

manthani, a scheme to be utilized for churning fluids, be speaks of the improvement made in 

the field of wood craft. 28 
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Chullavagga refers door and its parts, all made of wood. There is a evidence in 

chullavagga to different kinds of chairs, such as, rectangular chair (asandiko), arm chair, sofa 

(sattango, nama, tisa, disasu, appassayam, katvamanko), sofa with arms (ukkako pi 

sattango), state chair, cushioned chair, chair elevated on plinth (elaka-padaka-pitham…), 

chair with many legs (bahu-pada-pitham), a plank to relax on (palankam), cane bottomed 

chair and straw bottomed chair. Wooden shoes have also been referred in Mahavagga. It is 

awarded that Bhikkhus up in the lastpart of night unto dawn and setting on wooden shoes 

walk in the air. This tradition is still practicing among the Buddhist monks and Lama of 

various monasteries of Sub- Himalayan Darjeeling. Wooden puppets have been referred to in 

Jataka No.512.29  By and large till recently they sought to retain the tradition, form and 

design, in spite of the present day propensity in many quarter to follow the contemporaneous 

style of plastic dolls, wooden masks for ceremonial dance.30 

Pottery and terracotta art of ancient India 

One of the earliest efficiencies improved by man was in the handling of clay. The soft 

sedimentary clay was needed and coiled into containers. Lumps of clay were hand molded 

into toys or the deity that was venerated. Thus molding with clay turn out an intimate part of 

the lives of the people. It was the women who performed on clay. Even today wherever 

pottery is sized by twisting and molding, it is made by the women. Only later when the wheel 

was unearthed, men took over the function of forming posts. The motion of the wheel and the 

pressure of the hands on the clay made new shapes and form.  The potters of today even now 

design shapes which were formed 5000 years ago.31Clay is the most primitive and natural 

medium for creating objects of utility and meeting social, cultural and religious requires of 

the community. One of the characteristics of the Indian art perform in clay is its inestimable 

variety, much more so in earthen ware as this material is universally attainable. Harappa and 
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post Harappa is typical of the very early period between 900-300 B.C. Fundamentally 

serviceable, it was suitably adorned in several colors, sometimes three shades on one, and 

geometrical designs, also animals and birds, humans, some in the stylized trend which carry 

on with to this day as the ‘folk style’ mostly with a flavor of the modern ‘abstract’. This is 

one of the thrilling facts about the regularity of Indian craft tradition. It cannot really be 

dated. It appears to be for all time, for it has in it the germ of truth which man is permanently 

seeking. It thus signifies man’s first workmanship. By the way, the potter’s wheel also 

appears to be the best machine man innovated to use the power of motion for a productive 

motive. The use of fire revolutionized earthen ware, for, from this later flourished the 

terracotta art.32 

Terracotta or baked clay figurines, which arrive to be unprompted handiwork of the 

simple folk, can be manufactured on a large-scale only when particular social conditions are 

accomplished. Their making includes “technical equipment at an artisan level which goes 

beyond the independent domestic pattern or production” and is feasible in a society which is 

well settled and separated into specialized advancements including that of a potters.33In the 

Nikayas we often get reference of without potter and his apprentice. The former is known 

Kumbhakara.  From the literary as well as the archaeological instance it is quite clear that the 

potter’s art was in an appreciatively flourishing position during the pre Mauryan and 

Mauryan age. The Jatakas tells us that there presented potters’ villages where several kinds of 

bowls, jars and vessels of all types were made. Vessels were molded by efficient hands on the 

wheel, the practice which has persisted continuous till the present day. There is also reference 

of the potter’s oven which was used for burning molded or hand-made objects. Artistically 

ornamented pieces of pottery were not unknown. Vessels were also curved with different 

motifs. In addition to the household articles, several kinds of toys were also manufactured.34It 

is undertaken when there is a requirements emerging from institutionalized religious cults 
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which need the use of clay figurines as consecrated oblation, magical glamour or household 

deities, and from a public who would buy secular figurines and panels for ornamentation of 

homes, toys for children and diverse other motives. Such religious and secular demands for 

terracotta’s can be systematically accomplished on a large-scale in urban societies. The large 

scale terracotta production is nearly associated to the methods of urbanization and the 

improvement of markets. The formation and develop of well organized markets, the most 

vital feature of the urban economy, is a boost to the extension of industries in general 

involving that of terracotta. 

The history of terracotta in India exhibits that the large-scale creation of terracotta is 

seen in the urban culture of the Indus valley. It is important to note that relatively very little 

terracotta is found from the village settlements of the post Harappa Chalcolithic cultures, 

although these were river valley sites with easy appearance of clay. Likewise there is an 

obviously scanty production of terracotta among communities of the Ochre colored pottery 

and painted Grey ware. Terracotta seem again with the second urbanization in northern India 

from 600 B.C. and are observed on a mass scale from 200 B.C. to A.D. 300 when the 

urbanization was at its top. But they became less exoteric in post-Gupta period with the decay 

of towns and deterioration in urban culture. Terracotta of ancient India is the art and ritual 

objects of an urban culture that developed from about 600 B.C. to A.D. 600. 

Pottery was also acknowledge as one of the eighteen industries as stated in as 

mentioned in Jatakas.35The notion of pottery perhaps appeared from man’s require to store, 

truck and barter.  Large scale pot making is credited to Neolithic period, i.e. as soon as man 

entered the food producing stage, need for pots for storing the produced food commodities 

for the rest of the day became crucial and expanded. The Neolithic man used two types’ 

method in molding the hand pottery. Either they did so in a basket or in a pot, or they made 
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the pots by coiled method. Though instances of wheel made pottery have also been found, but 

it is yet encircled in mystery as to what type of wheel was used by them. 

The treatment of colours in the pottery too must have in the starting, come 

coincidentally. The pots which were fired in the open must have got dark brown, brown, buff 

or red color as a result of some accidental chemical reaction by sun and weather. Likewise, 

faulty fired articles must have got smoked grey or black colour. Conclusively they were 

successful in developing a technique of getting colors of their choice on their pottery. 

The most excellent attributes of pre-Harappa pottery were that many techniques, forms 

and styles developed at the same time and perceivably in point of time and space. They 

produced Grey ware with thin fine body and beautiful embellishment.36According to Ross the 

attribute of their paintings over pot gleams their steadiness and mastery of brushwork and 

also the source of encouragement of their art which might be the subsisting pasturages.37 

The Harappa potters not only made swift strides in producing new shapes and designs 

but also made considerable develop in practical skill, i.e. choice and preparation of clay, 

giving several shapes to pottery, baking it and then colouring it.38 Thoroughly a good number 

of shapes are collected from Harappa sites, namely offering stands, goblet, vase like jars, 

bowls, cups, dishes, basins, pans, lamps etc.  Some of the beautiful designs found on Harappa 

pottery owe their origin to pre-Harappa period. Even more intricate geometrical, floral and 

faunal motifs of the Harappa culture had been envisioned and inquired. During Harappa 

period, the artistic attributes and craft caliber of the artisans further bloomed so as to touch 

new heights of depuration, sublimity and fullness. The Harappa’s illustrated what they saw 

around them as realistically and meticulously as feasible Birds among trees, animals in 

forests and hills enchanted them.39Harappa’s might have used coiled method for making 

storage jars which cannot be made of wheel.40 The most characteristic feature of late Harappa 
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culture is the pottery which is an admixture of several wares – pre-Harappa, Harappa, 

cemetery ‘H’ and also some other yet obscure non-Harappa wares. The art painting entire 

stories had its beginning in this culture. The potter artist had learnt the skill of delineating the 

full story in the space attainable to him. The ethics of harmony and balance were goodly 

taking care by the potter artist in portraying mythological stories of his choice. It appears that 

in painting a subject or story, their stress was not on detailed narration of each and every 

component nor on making each and every part of the figure look beautiful, but it was only on 

sustaining their notion, woven in well linked events to make a full story, to the people and in 

it they appear to have descended well. It was not stubborn for contemporaneous people to 

draw moral from the stories painted on the pots. It is in this spectacle that the cemetery – H 

pottery marks a great development over Harappa pottery. This is an unparalleled contribution 

of this culture which finds parallel neither in earlier painted potteries, nor in the later ones.41 

It seems that Kalasa and Kumbha which happen in Rig-Veda period were made of clay.  

A source to some other types is also found in Rig-Veda. They comprise Kos’a(storing 

vessel),Ahava (filled with water for drinking animals),panhana(a cooking vessel), Asechana 

(used for keeping clarified butter) etc. Earthen ware might have been shaped by first 

preparing the clay and then fashioning the vessel by hand or wheel. 

Post Harappan Pottery and Terracotta art 

The Harappans in the latter half of the 3rd millennium B.C. planned the mould first used 

only for the face. Later in the Sunga era, larger sized moulds as also double ones were 

executed. In reality the ancient texts take the molded bricks back to the Vedic times. Pots 

made on the wheel had a lovely finish and charming design from nature or geometrically 

embossed with blunt points or engraved in relief by moulds or stamps. The popular painted 

Grey ware made of well floated clay and turned on a speedy wheel, with a meretricious 
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metallic finish and must have played a important part in ceramic improvement in the closing 

period of the millennium. The period from 200 B.C. to 600 A.D. enveloping the Sunga, 

Kusana and Gupta periods, saw a exuberant flowering of clay wares of all sorts, in radiant 

colors, limitless motifs, painted, embossed, stamped or mould made. Its significance in the 

national life is absolutely testified by the various references to these wares in the Vedic 

literature, Atharvaveda, White Yajurveda and other texts. It is then finally codified in Silpa 

Sastra, the bible of the crafts in India, at no stage disregarded as cheap, and always exercised 

with dignity. Instructions in detail are interpreted, beginning with how to select clay, 

narrating its features, how to strengthen it by mixing other elements like husk, cotton, grit, 

etc., the turning and the firing. 

The most gracious figurines belong to the Sunga period in which they were encircled in 

transparent clay drapery which notwithstanding displayed full details of the body, wearing 

lots of ornaments. The striking ones in the Kusana era are the Salabhanjikas, evolved with an 

incredible care and fondness. They continue to live today in the millions of votive offerings 

made in the rural region to the local deities. Afterwards from the supreme requirements made 

by domestic needs, on the clay artistry, the religious ones offered even a wider dosage and 

status. There would be galaxies of deities in the local pantheons, rich in diversity and 

universal in character, to be worshipped on different occasions. From early times man 

appears to have sensed an existence behind every natural phenomenon and the craftsman has 

tried to give shape to his notion of each of these spirits through a primitive cult. These spirits 

are propitiated by votive offerings of a very large variety of clay animals and figurines, in a 

wide range of pacified from life size to miniatures. They are generally well furnished mainly 

by women of the tenderness of their fingers. They are very imaginative, vital and lively.42  

These regularity of tradition by women over the ages, points to the manner in which clay has 

comprised an integral part of our lives as a medium of self manifestation and as a form of 
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ritual. This very tradition has been progressed further in particular areas into a more classical 

manifestation and is reflected in the terracotta of the region.43 

In the Gupta and post-Gupta era, though stone appeared as a major material, clay 

figures entertained in large dimensions with more entangling and molding methods like the 

use of double moulds. What is most pleasing is the continued attitude to every creative 

endeavor with sensibility and seriousness, even where the element, as here, is mere clay. For 

example take the clay medallion depicting scenes from the epic story of Sakuntala. This 

superb endeavor at flawless workmanship can equalize any master piece in marble or 

expensive metal. This was the majesty of this craft heritage lies. The Mauryn age saw the 

composition of an exalted human as a round figure, and the Gupta period vouched the 

amplitude of a new manufacturing method by which the wheel, the mould and the hand could 

operate together. The most captivating items are the toys and dolls. In the golden age of 

Sanskrit literature, the popular play by Sudraka, Mrcchakatikam, generally known as ‘Toy 

cart’, was about a clay cart. 

Terracotta obtained its height when it was received as the chief element in formations 

like temples and palaces, through the use of panels, engraved bricks and tiles as part of 

significant architecture. Temples were elevated with tiers of niches of different sizes and 

shapes to hold panels which had ornamental designs or scrolls relating legends or epic stories.  

Thus terracotta could take multiple forms from temples to statuary.  Terracotta enriched in its 

artistic vitality in Bengal in the 7th or 8th centuries judging by the rich form of Mainamati and 

Paharpur in pala era. 

Glazing appears to have been in practice from earlier times judging from the brilliant 

slips in Harrappan pottery, and complex glaze from diluted formation. Glazes occur also in 

the Kusana time, second century A.D. But the stress was much more on painting, staining 
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before or after firing, and lacquering. Glaze however come back in a big way and took root 

with the arrival of the Muslim impact specially art loving ruler like the Mughals. This art 

itself was indisputably known to the Indians even before as borne out by the notably Hindu 

symbols and local features. This however became highly enlarge named chini or kasha, under 

the stirring aegis of the Mughals. In fact there is specialist who envisages this tiles as 

amongst the most notable the actual are then where was alternative by an simulate body of 

siliceous sand. In the kasha work the architectural embellishment is made of places of card 

out from the encaustic tiles to from mosaic. The technique is more like cutting colours to 

need shapes which are then fixed in lying mortar. This delimitate human and animal figures, 

picturising life of several people specifically royal individuals of the court.44 

Pottery can be captivating attribute of design for an interior. Red, black, white painted, 

glazed and unglazed pottery, coming from the villages and all with their own rural charm, 

would make an attractive, yet affordable collection for an artistic living room. The potters do 

not leg abaft in the art of terrace or terracotta sculpture. His formations and designs are 

beautiful. He is an adept at producing ornamental tiles that can make beautiful panels for the 

walls. A large figurative pot or kumbha with a champak plant that can grow indoors or green 

ferns can give a illustrious touch to a living room.45 

Pots and pans comprise the assets of the poor man. They possess a significant role for 

him in interior decoration, since they are his only valuable and artistic possessions. He is not 

only joins ethics to them but emotion as well. The poorest man, while being contented with 

earthen vessels, yearns for metal ones as soon as he is able to buy them. From the simple 

vessels in coloured and glazed clay to burnished ones in several metals, India produces a very 

ample range of aptness pots and pans to serve for the needs and tastes of all. 
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The famous legend in Indian mythology of the churning of ocean and one of the 

fourteen dreams of queen Trisala in Jaina lore, accentuate the significance of the pot or 

kumbha, as it is called. According to tradition, it is one of the inevitable articles of the 

household. Among Trisala’s many dreams, which signaled the birth of Vardhamana later 

known as Mahavira, the last Tirthankara, a lovely pot was one of the things she saw. It was 

trustedto be an propitious sign. The Kumbha is usually an earthen pot of a specific traditional 

shape. 

The potter has a unique status in India. He has reigned paramount throughout the length 

and breadth of India for thousands of years. Even in the primitive dated cultures of India the 

figurines and potsherds excavated are not far diverse from those of the present day. Some of 

the pottery fragments and articles unfolded at ancient sites are regarded outstanding in their 

shapes and painted designs. A few of the pottery articles found in the excavations are termed 

“ageless” by archaeologists, since their emergence is lost in antiquity and cannot be ordained. 

Pots and pans of clay are categorized according to five main heads: terracotta, simple 

glazed pottery, earthenware, stoneware and porcelain. 46  Excluding glazed pottery and 

porcelain ware, all kinds of pottery are manufactured in almost every Indian village.  

Following to the census report of 1961, there are eleven lakh potters in the country. Indian 

pottery ranks high, because it assimilates different methods in pottery making, lovely forms, 

and a number of styles. The potter’s implements are the simplest kind. A wheel and a devised 

kiln and the appearance of clay in the civility are ample for him to play his trade. He still 

maintains to produce the improved, age-old patterns. Graded pots of earthen ware appropriate 

for storing water or grain, arranged one on top of the other to form a tower and are regarded 

symbols of improvement in the village. They are organized as decorations at weddings, and 

later given to the bride as gifts for her new home. A small pot is called Kalasa when it is 

purified. Almost all religious festivals among the Hindus are introduced with the consecration 
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of a Kalasa. The tradition of the Kumbha is one of the gifts of our predecessors to us and it 

should not be disregarded.  The pots, like the flame, are one of the things that revolutionized 

man’s persistence.47 

Ecological Background for the development of Decorative art work in Sub - Himalayan 

Darjeeling  

The efforts are to illustrate the ecological balance in the hilly areas with the aid a two-

dimensional diagram. The upright axis narrates all the components of the environments such 

as the air, water-soil, plants and trees, animals. Scenic beauty and all kind of natural 

resources; they keep on interfacing with each other to sustain the ecological balance. The 

horizontal axis shows, the socio-economic position of the people and their production and 

treatment functions, social situation, cultural conditions all ocular features of main made 

objects enhancing their quality of life.  In general, this axis illustrates ‘improvement’ which is 

a dynamic method and one in which there is no acknowledge end point. The more 

methodologically forward countries or regions seek new techniques for improving their 

resource utilization or for enhancing the conditions of the environment in which human 

beings live. Less improved countries or territories attempt to gain levels of economic well-

being which the more progressed nations have achieved. Thus the categories of the Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region have no relevance in this analysis due the fact that all are 

improving at diverse rates and from differing historical levels of attainment. Such evolution 

with a view to meeting the socio-economic requires implicate that man must use nature in the 

process of prosperity. This, in turn, does cause particular changes in environment. If these 

variations are not rightly adjusted to conserve the harmony of nature and the ecological 

balance, man faces twin risks; growing cost of improvement and inconsistency which have 

intense repercussions on the living situations. 48 
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The environmental status of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling can be expressed by the 

following sentences:  

Although the centre provides special financial support for the hills, there is no sign of a 

mobilized attitude for the improvement of such areas in Darjeeling District.  As in other parts 

of the Himalayas, the Darjeeling hills have particular weird agro-ecological and socio-

cultural traits which have to be taken into consideration while articulating advancement 

programs, but the idea of improvement without attenuation which essential for the 

preservation and utilization of resources, has not yet taken root. The territory, therefore, finds 

itself in the difficulty of subsiding resource base and ascending poverty, a terrible condition 

that touches people in the plains of North Bengal as well. Forest comprises the lifeblood of 

the people in the hills. They check soil degradation, restrain rivers and streams from drying 

up, protect wildlife and vegetation, control cloudburst patterns and protect the lifestyle and 

culture of the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. Elimination of forest cover has led to 

noticeable obviousness though loss of the top soil and landslides, making different areas in 

the Darjeeling hills uninhabitable.49 Among the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling the 

blessing of seeds, the struggle against hail, and the new occasions of the Nepalese calendar, 

there are very few ‘village’ festivals. On the other hand, there are many significant domestic 

ceremonies. The house within the methods of representations appears to carry unusual 

weight. The motion of village of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is as loose, badly defined and 

incompatible at least, before administrative Nepalization took place – as the domestic space, 

the house, well anchored at its four corners, is heavy with importance, packed full of 

symbols. The houses, exceptionally well ordered, open wide upon the disorder of the forest.  

The house: sanctum of the cultural order, and beyond it, almost nothing. If we receive that the 

hypothesis is well founded, we should be capable to verify it. Everyone is sensible of the 

significance of ritual in organizing society.50 
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In the Darjeeling Himalayan Zone only three urban centers have improved viz. 

Darjeeling, Kurseong and Kalimpong.  But now a day’s Kalimpong is now separate district as 

per govt. decision.  Urbanization is of lower degree in this zone. This is due to limited land 

obtainable for agriculture, low agricultural production and low level of economic and 

industrial enhancement in the hill areas. In conformity, the population of the hill areas is 

primarily rural. The rural element of the region constitutes of eight improvement blocks, 

three of which lie on the east of the river Teesta and the rest on the west of the river Teesta.  

In the hills there is no village in the colloquial sense of the term, but only foundation resting 

on the hill sides or in the valley where infrequently five to six houses are grouped together, 

surrounded by the patch of agricultural land of the recently cleared forests. Such agricultural 

lands are generally unproductive, making pressure on land very high. Villages in the 

traditional aspect with clusters of houses are only found at a few market locations to which 

the people go for their weekly purchases. One to two houses stand in a dotted manner to form 

the villages. Since the meaning of hamlet is a small village, in the hill areas this term is not 

contextual and the hill settlements are far from village. These are also not independent units 

with any social or ethnic base.51 

The forest villages are mother typical rural settlement of the Darjeeling Himalayan 

Zone, quite peculiar in its prosperity and function from the other rural settlements. The most 

identifying function of the forest villages is plantation forest. As a common rule the 

plantation work is steered on for two to three months and during the rest of the year the 

villages mainly cultivate the land estimated to them by the forest division. In a few cases, 

however, the females work as daily laborers in the nearby tea gardens. Excepting, some of the 

villagers are involved in preparing baskets, bamboo mats and blacksmith products and some 

other find jobs in several sectors like office guards, teachers, etc. in establishment runs by the 

forest department or in the nearby military cantonments. The major professions of the 
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villagers are presuming that by the plantation work in the forest.52So their income is not so 

high.  As a result the villagers of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling made their house building in a 

simple traditional way, where village simplicity reflects in their traditional thought. 

Social changes in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling take place at a slow motion or in rapid 

moves depending on the nature of social events and their magnitude. Pages of history tell us 

that peace sustains particular stabling in the society and whatever changes take place, they are 

generally slow in nature. Social turmoil creates disorder. Changes in such positions may be 

both slow and rapid of retrograding and dynamic nature. Under such situations if there is any 

improvement, that becomes unbalanced at the cost of losses in many other spheres.53 Natural 

inconsistency bring about changes of essential traditional thought, but long term or enduring 

social changes hastened stable and speedy changes in all areas perturbation. It is not easy and 

wise to fathom the trend of social changes in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling in hurried effort.  

Still some aspects of social changes may be brought to light, studying the history of the 

people’s traditional concept which is reflects on their various art and craft particularly their 

building pattern and other wooden craft work.54 

The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling is very often narrated as the land of the ‘sailorani.’55 It 

is a wild and mountainous tract.56 The territory associated to the Eastern Himalaya range. The 

Darjeeling area arises abruptly from the Terai region. The region slopes from a south to north 

direction. The river Teesta divides the region in two parts – the region to the east of Teesta 

and the region to the west of Teesta.57 A large number of tribes, embraced broadly in the 

Indo-Mongolis group of racial categorization and with exclusive culture, varied customs, own 

dialect and colourful costumes inhabit this territory. Within the broad diffusion of culture 

there is a compelling likeness between the tribes in some major aspect such as agricultural 

methods, housing, lack of an indigenous script and manner to and exercise of human cure.58 

Traditional decorative art forms a rich cultural trait of a society. It may often play generous 
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rote in Socio-Economic prosperity. A wide range of decorative arts are intermingling in the 

cultural environment of every society. A preceptor craftsman always enjoys a honoured 

position in the society.  The cultural model of a society is also reflected in the efficiency and 

craftsmanship of Decorative art. The people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region can boast 

having varieties handicrafts, which are used for several aspect like adornment, decoration of 

building, carrying, storing, straining, etc. These are cordially generated by the people 

themselves at their leisure. The perfection and designs are however dependent upon 

craftsmanship. The traditional essence of art and architecture also vary from tribe to tribe.  A 

few tribes have particularized motifs and designs which are included in the traditional 

handicrafts.   

Traditional Wooden, Bamboo and Cane work of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling 

The wood and bamboo artistry are by and large most usual in every tribe, as the raw-

material for such articles of handicrafts are sufficient in and around their habitation. Wooden 

craft for building decoration, baskets of several sizes and style, head-gears, household goods, 

apparatus of war and close etc., produced by the man-folk usually to meet their own 

requirements. Likewise, weaving is the common and exalted trait for the womenfolk of all the 

tribesmen. The handicrafts like wood engraving, bead-work, smithy, carpet making, etc. are, 

however, particularity of a few tribes. The technology and design of the handicrafts, and the 

tools and equipments used in production are facile and not varied. As per the tradition of the 

people all men and women should be conversant with the art of making handicrafts and 

handloom items severally. Likewise, other communities are also associated in production and 

aptness of some selected items of handicrafts.  In the folklores too, reference to handicrafts is 

very often made while delimitate the socio-cultural aspects of their life. The traditional 

indigenous handicrafts seem to have continuously been refused by the users remaining to 

readily obtainable well-designed metallic items and mill made clothing’s. In the fact of rapid 
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improvement of the Sub-Himalayan area and gradual modernization thriving of the 

traditional object of handicrafts may become great affair. Endeavors for regeneration through 

alteration and commercial production may help in continuation of homespun 

handicrafts.59The several communities of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region are integrated 

groups independent of each other. All the societies are patrilineal. All the people of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling have a tradition of artistic workmanship. A wide diversity of crafts 

such as weaving, painting, pottery, smithy work, basketry, wood carving, etc. are found 

among the people of this region.60 Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling has recorded a high stage of 

improvement in this particular line, and of course therefore the Nepalese community retains a 

high place amongst civilized men, a place which nobody can deny to them. So long as there 

conventional thought of glory indicate to their unique achievements. The region of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling is itself an abode of all cultural nobilities, express, through simple but 

fabulous temples, sublime and beautifully planned buildings, richly engraved doorways and 

windows, finely gilt roofs, generous pillars and awe inspiring Buddhist images and 

sculptures, which are the vanity and kudos of that region.61 Many people of this territory they 

call wood as ‘Shin’. The Sub-Himalayan Region remains of as many temples as there are 

houses and of as many icons as there are men. Every inch of the holy soil supports shrines or 

images. Most of the temple form completely on Indian style. But few temples are reflected 

the Tibetan style or Chinese style. For example we can say about the various Buddhist 

monasteries.  Many others of recent genesis also subsist in certain places. But the majority of 

temples in the valley have their own identity of design and structure, which have no collateral 

in India.62 It is mistake to take the temple style in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling as one deriving 

from the pagoda style. Since temples style subsisted in this region earlier than elsewhere.  It 

is consequently, not proper to envisage the temples as derivatives and to call them pagodas.  

They should enjoy in all justice a name which is connected to the place of their birth and the 
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style should be named as the Nepalese style.63 At first sight the temples in Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling look like pagodas. The body is a square entablature of bricks rising in decreasing 

proportions to a great elevation, sometimes to the five stories, with a ceiling on four sides of 

the wall at each story, which are sloping and following in regularly diminishing proportions 

to the size of the entablature. The entablature may stand on a balconied entresol.  Many cases 

normally the entablature rests on a colonnade of wooden pillars. The roofs are associated 

with the entablature by struts, which are set up in a projection at an angle of 45 degree. These 

struts from in many cases are allusive images of the deities of the main shrine. Sometimes the 

under parts are the objects vulgar carvings, which according to superstition are considered 

essential to resist lightning or other attacks of nature on the temple. The cornices in the 

window or above the door and the outer beams are finely ornamented with elongated 

carvings, rich pictographs of deities or foliage or motifs in arabesque. The windows are 

nearly square and screened by a trellis decorated by carving. They are also provided, 

especially on the front side. With balconies which project are onward and give the whole 

window a sloping looks. The interior of the temple is as comprehensive. Elongated and 

beautiful carving is a common component of the decoration. Wood engraving has extended a 

very high degree of excellence in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. Every cornice, every 

lintel and every still, every door, every window and pillar have the richest or somewhere 

normal beautification of images and foliage. In point of the form and style, in the amplitude 

of control and balance, in the high degree of technical efficiency illuminated, in grace and 

beauty, they have no conjugate. The images of deities are in struts and doorways. The 

diversified projection of arches, the ornamentation of doors with elaborate designs of flowers 

fruits and animals, gracefully tapered pillars, the ornamental architecture – all present a most 

comprehensible sight to the scholars and artists. 64  Among the eminent buildings of the 

pagoda style are the several monasteries like, Salbari monastery, Tamang monastery in Mirik, 
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Ghoom monastery in Darjeeling, Mahakal Mandir, Shalbari, monastery, Turi Basti monastery 

and other various buildings are with the traditional manner and also with the sacred sculpture, 

paintings and designs create with particular traditional thought which is engrave the mind of 

the people of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. But in the roofs of the temples are not carved 

and are the gratified square are not carved and are of a shape and design parallel with the 

traditional notion. The excellent wooden door of the several temple or gumba of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling in the most elegant style; nowhere in the whole of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling such richness and loftiness are visible in the people of this region.65 Much of what 

has been handed to our generation is of the traditional manner, but the same draws its 

encouragement from the very early years of Nepalese history. To those who multiplication 

the style of Nepalese buildings and architecture to Tibet and China, this may seem strange.  

But they would do well to note that Chinese annals admit that the pagoda style of temple was 

unfamiliar to China or Tibet before the 7th Century A.D. whereas every phase of it was 

accepted in Nepal as early as the 6th Century A.D.  They the tradition had come to Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling region. The people of India and the tourists warbled the high artistic 

intuition and taste of the Nepalese.66 Traditional arts and crafts may therefore be explained as 

those arts and crafts which have a structural aptitude towards vertical continuance and are 

internally handed on through time.67 There are several types of culture change. Among such 

types, there is unconditioned develop – like changes, due mostly to internal factors; and there 

are commenced changes, due chiefly to external factors. Change itself may transact on 

several levels in varying degrees of successfulness and it may lead either to complete 

evanescence of items of a particular culture, or to their partial displacement, step by step 

decay, implantation, or alteration. Of all traditional arts of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling, 

obviously one of the oldest is the art of house-building. It can be traced back to the very dawn 

of human culture. Out of the earliest types of pitched – roofed, flat-roofed, rectangular, dome-
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shaped, and conical circular houses may have emerged the three dominant types of houses of 

Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling.  These types were largely destined by the natural environment, 

and the quality and congeniality of local building materials, e.g. bamboo, wood, clay, straw.  

The types are: ‘do-chala’, or ‘akchala’, i.e. two, four or eight roofed, and one, two or three 

storied, and curvilinear roofs, generally chouchala. In Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling the flat roof 

is not a significant architectural feature. In dry climates, a flat roof may be suitable, but in 

areas of abundant rainfall, the roof must be pitched adequately to allow water to drain of 

rapidly.  Flat roofed puccka houses are however also being built. The puccka houses are also 

being increasingly connected with social rank and prestige in a rural community of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling, an effect of urban smoothness. Traditional house types are therefore 

becoming not only uneconomic, but also out of fashion. The result is that the skilled 

traditional architects of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling and other associate artisans, like wood 

carvers and carpenters, are fast dying out. This is more keenly felt in the case of the other 

important house types of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling, the circular and the curvilinear types.  

The curvilinear type is probably a variant of the original circular form, adapted for dwelling.  

The circular shape has its limitations. Since too great a diameter would create engineering 

problems of different magnitude, a more advantageous and adjustable curvilinear form was 

devised. It is one of the finest architectural forms resulted, influenced, and attained through 

the ages by the traditional rural as well as semi urban and urban architects of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling.  The curvilinear house is now partly evaporated in some part of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling.  Most of the beautiful houses are old construction. But now a day’s the new 

houses are manufactured by traditional manner. In some cases, the overhanging thatch is 

cleverly trimmed to give it the conformity of a curve, even though the roof is rectangular.  

Even where the thatch has been replaced by iron sheet, the edge is often excluded to form a 

curve, moreover in villages where curvilinear houses preponderate. Apparently the inherent 
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intuition of beauty in the villagers urges them to conserve the harmony of curvilinear roofs; a 

affection which, at least from the architectural point of view, is very much lacking in city 

area. Villages do not do this so long as they keep isolated when that isolation breaks down, as 

it is certainly breaking down in some part of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling today, de-

traditionalization of the arts including architecture, begins. In Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

villages, the beginning of this method can now be cleanly seen. One of the causes of the 

declining number of curvilinear houses is, of course, economic. An extraordinary scarcity of 

proficient local architects and builders is already being felt everywhere. The curvilinear 

house – type is significant from another point of view. It served as a perfect model for the 

god’s house or temple in Sub-Himalayan region. Probably, the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region and as well as other part of India are the gods so intimately related to mans; and this 

has led to the ‘devalaya’, or the abode of the gods, corresponding closely ‘manusyalaya’ or 

man’s dwelling houses.68 The traditional wood workers of Sub-Himalayan region did not 

have any idea of fabricating trusses, struts and diagonals to secure lateral rigidity in the 

fabrication of the roofing sub-structure. They employed the age-old method of supporting the 

roof-rafters either on the wooden pillars or posts or on the walls. The same age – old method 

has unflinching even today in the residential houses and wooden temples. The roof is 

projected notably beyond the supports to protect the wooden exterior of the building from the 

direct impact of sun and rain. The gables of the traditional sopping roofs of the houses are not 

straight, but have one or more angles on it along the horizontal axis. These angles make the 

lower portion of the roof towards the eaves rather flat and the upper portions moderately 

steeper towards the ridgepole. The number of angles may depend upon the rows of planks or 

slates that form the profile of the roof. The loftier border of the planks or slates in each row is 

somewhat raised so that the profile of the roof acquire gradual steepness upwards, giving the 

impact of a curvaceous swing to the roof. Afterwards giving a delightful look, this newness 
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also has a functional convenience. It confirms that the roof is provided similarly at one level, 

and so the windows can be placed completely and duly saved by the roof ridges. Then the 

snow deposited on the steep roofs slides down effortlessly with the slightest agitation. Thus 

the roofs reside free and safe from the snow deposit even under the extreme wintry situations.  

However, of late, impelled iron sheets have been gaining approval with people.69 

Engraving of mythological figures of gods and goddesses, and floral motifs on the 

wooden doors and windows, lintels, beams and pillars of houses and temples, on boats, 

household furniture, these are some of the excellent specimens of workmanship of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling wood carvers. Their scattered remains can still be traced in the 

decaying village – houses.  But with the urbanization of the new and old aristocracy and their 

gradual shifting to towns and cities, their taste for building and furniture also began to 

change. Not only houses, but also ‘mandapas’ or halls for the worship of Durga and other 

Gods and Goddesses, were manufactured with Gothic stone-pillars and marble floors, as 

perquisite of the new city palaces. It became elegant also to use western style furniture. The 

traditional wood carvers of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region slowly lost their identity 

because the utility of their products also changed. Enormously built and luxuriously carved 

wooden bedsteads, almirahs, chests, etc. fitted in well with the fixed abode fixedness of the 

old joint-families of patriarch-patrons, but they could not be made to fit in with the social 

dynamism of modern life and its independent single family units. Cut off from their 

occupational caste – moorings, the wood carvers therefore were forced to change over to new 

occupations like masonry, common carpentry and even to trade and agriculture.70Dependence 

of man on nature for food, medicine, clothing, domestic utensils, etc. is embryonic and ever 

living. In fact, with the march of time this relationship has escalated and helped in developing 

sets of persons like producer, trader and consumer in human societies. The technology 

applied for manufacturing necessary items from forest products has suffered remarkable 
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change along with other respect of improvement of a society. Nevertheless the change the 

tribal societies are still maintaining their tradition in respect of production and aptness of the 

handicrafts. It is a reality that both capital and crowned products of plants play a vital role in 

the socio-cultural and socio-economic aspect of every community, although alternative can 

be observed in the matter of producting method, design, size, shape and appropriateness of 

handicrafts.71 

Bamboo and cane work is one of the very oldest creations of mankind. The Sub-

Himalayan artisans of Darjeeling are very much skill in production of several kinds of 

handicrafts of cane and bamboo. Previously basketry was made by joining grass and 

interlacing leaves. The bamboo and cane are the chief raw materials for making several types 

of basketry and utensils which are some of the most significant items of their everyday life.72  

Bamboo crafts constitute two several artifact viz. basketry and other bamboo articles. The 

major raw materials used for this basketry industry is green bamboo, these green bamboos is 

specially used for making stripes and when dried and seasoned it is also used to make 

bamboo artifact. Artisans generally wander about in the nearby village in search of bamboo.  

If they do not find any good quality bamboo nearby, they even go to distant village in an 

exploration of bamboo. The survey enlarge that the entire basket purchased in cash of 

reciprocation in kind or giving service in exchange of bamboo. The artisan in bamboo work 

uses several varieties of bamboo. The general varieties used by the craftsmen are: Singrai, 

Choya bass, Titay bass, Niba, Pareng73and other. Beside bamboo the other raw materials are 

cane strip use in basketry industry and some glaireous and varnish is used for the artifact of 

figurative worth.74 

Bamboo is one of the most multipurpose and traditional element for building 

construction. Not only for the separate house building but it also serve as the formwork for a 

large part of the building industry. Icra, the traditional bamboo house of Sub-Himalayan 
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Darjeeling (especially Kalimpong) is needed to be paid more attention. This exceptional type 

of bamboo house is build up by keeping in mind about the mountainous natural topography, 

safeguard from strong winds and rainfall. A base or pedestal is prepared by rocks.  A wall is 

created in either brick of mortar. The bamboo mat wall is developed over the brick or stone 

wall which protects from splash of rain water. But now-a-days bamboo, as a building material 

ranked in the lowest category in antagonism with the modern materials.75Following are some 

of the several articles in this sector: 

Doko: It is a usual form of basket with narrow nearly square base and wide mouth.  It 

is woven from outer skin of a particular diversity bamboo. It is crannied basket specially used 

in bearing of load, viz. fodder, fire wood, vegetables, stone chips, cow dung, etc. 

Dalo: It is a small reservoir basket with wide mouth, usually woven with outer skin 

of bamboo. It is aerated from below and aided by four legs. It is used for keeping seedling 

and vegetable. 

Thunchay: It is an un-perforated medium size basket with tapering base and wide 

mouth, woven out of inner skin of particular type of bamboo.  It is so clearly woven that it is 

used for carrying particularly cereal and pulses. 

Tokri: It is clearly woven cylindrical basket, woven out from the inner skin of bamboo.  

It is exercised for bearing Tea leaves. 

Phurlung: It is wide mouth small size square un-perforated basket. It is formed from 

outer skin of the bamboo and employed for keeping and drying foodstuff near the oven 

(Chula). 
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Nanglo:  It is a flat round tray woven out of inner skin from particular quality bamboo 

with a border in the margin. It is applied for winnowing and drying food item comprising 

cereals and pulses. 

Peringo:  It is oval, flat and cellulated container of split bamboo. It has traditional 

importance of Kirat tribe. 

Doksay: It is a wide mouth elaborated basket with nearly rectangle base narrowly 

cellulated basket, made out of outer skin of the bamboo. It is used for keeping seeding and 

particularly used for packaging and marketing of seedling, flower bulb, etc. by floriculture. 

Flower basket: It is a rectangular basket, woven with the outer skin of bamboo in 

several sizes. It is employed for the packaging and marketing of cut flower from flower 

nursery. 

Sapto: It is clearly woven cylindrical basket of small size. It is applied for warming the 

local drink. 

Jhak: It is a small nearly square basket with a handle of bamboo band. It is used for 

accumulating  potatoes, ginger, sugar beet and other generate in the farm. 

Mandro: It is a wide mat woven with a particular category of bamboo used for drying 

paddy and other food crop in the hill regions of Darjeeling. 

Bamboo mat paper: It is a paper woven from particular strip equip from inner skin of 

one year old bamboo. Slender film of stripped are cut through a fine blade of knife and the 

paper mat is woven.  It is generally used for sending greeting. 

Kiratray: Kiratray is a bamboo mat with wooden boarder for rearing silkworm and 

may other objects are produced them.76 
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In the case of basketry craft the maturity of the fabrication is due to non-appearance 

grade of raw material during rainy season, except bamboo manufacture in the rainy season 

are contaminated by termite and weather condition confine seasoning of raw material, it 

demoralizes buyer as well as production. Again seasonality of the bamboo produce is due to 

seasonality of urge due to agriculture production viz., urge for Tokri used in tea plantation is 

high during the plucking season. The demand for flower basket emerge during flower season, 

Dokoare more urged during winter season, like wise Mandro, Nanglo are urged more during 

winter season. Further it is disclosed that a large number of artisans in basketry are marginal 

farmer as such they also enlarge their work as agriculture season this also brings about 

seasonality in the occurrence. Moreover per acre holding of these artificers are very low.  

These lands are sterile and mountainous which enforce the artisan to opt for the craft.  In 

plantation territory the story is same.77 

There are two different kinds of basket making method are common, i.e. weaving and 

coiling or sewing. The weaving method is made by crossing of two or more sets components 

i.e. warps and wefts. Weaving method is again categorized into four several varieties i.e. 

checker work, twilling, hexagonal, plaiting and twining. There are several types of basketry 

designs found in Sub-Himalayan region, namely, parallel line, angular, diamond shaped, 

cross-pattern and zigzag pattern.78  Cane is a type of climbing palm with long thing, solid and 

many jointed storms with spines on its leaves and sheaths. After cutting the seasoned cane its 

sheath is dismissed and is first clipped and then twisted round in many coils and kept upon 

the dangling bamboo tray over the fire place for some days to dry. The ceaseless smoke 

matures the cane, making it insect free and permanency.79  By the influence of Gorkhali and 

Tibetan crafts somehow the Lepcha craftworks have been stymied, though they have a 

important influence in textile sector. In making hats and jewelries the Lepchas also carry a 

notable high classification. The Lepcha traditional hat is a primitive form of craft, special and 
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monopolistic to the Lepcha tribe of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling area. The hat is convolutedly 

woven with Ru or cane. Each part of the hat and its artistic motif hold its old traditional 

meaning and importance. The hat shaped the head gear of the soldiers.  Wearing the head 

gear in marriage function, rituals and other festivals is obligatory in the tribe. With the 

appearance of other present day’s trendy outfits in the locality, these traditional head gear is 

now facing serious threat and is actually in the edge of destruction.80 So there is dire need to 

endeavor to some essential steps for the preservation of this dying art.  Though it is mainly 

produced in Sikkim but now it also extended some parts of Darjeeling. 

Urbanization has strain into the rural setup by moving small villages into solid heavy 

multistoried buildings and thus evoking danger of landslide, floods, earthquake and other 

calamities in the hilly areas of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. Unconventional 

architecture with sustainable material is required to control the loss. The use of bamboo as a 

substitute to focus is the best choice in building houses in the hilly areas.  Bamboo is not only 

environment friendly locally obtainable but also earthquake resistant. Notwithstanding its 

significant and utility, very less is been done to progress, exalt and commercialize its use. 

In an effort to favour the use of bamboo in Kalimpong, Darjeeling and Sikkim, caritas 

India has confirmed Anughalaya to setup training cum processing unit for bamboo craft and 

construction in Darjeeling through its micro project. Total 60 community members from 

Kalimpong and north Sikkim were learned under 3 batches in the art of bamboo craft like, 

ornamental articles, flower vase artificial flowers and furniture etc.  Bamboo has been 

broadly used as a low cost substance for houses, bridges, animal shelters and enclosing in 

Darjeeling hills. This traditional technique lacked the knowledge of processing bamboo to 

make it last longer. The average house created of bamboo without these consciousnesses last 

for up to 5 years as contrasted to the ones which are narrated to last for at least 50 years if 

constructed using all the procedures of treating and cutting bamboo.81This type of scientific 
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teachings not only profited for an individual but also enabled a community and also gives the 

substitute source of earnings. The people became more conscious in using bamboo. 

Seasonality played a significant role for the accessibility of these raw materials. The 

artisans particularly the bamboo workers have to face hindrances with the seasonal change.  

Especially in the rainy season there is a lack of supplying good qualities of bamboo, because 

they are contaminated by termite. So these environmental jeopardizes affected the workers to 

construct something new or unconventional. It also disappoints the tourists to buy their 

products. But on the other side the bamboo products have their great urges throughout all the 

season e.g. Tokri, used in tea plantation, Doko, Mandro, Nanglo are required during winter 

season, flower basket during flower season.82 

Usually we know Bamboo as a contemporaneous material needs to be marketed by 

professional in the constructing industries as well as cottage industries of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling territory and as architects or designers we need to reanalyze at our solicitation or 

practice as well as impersonation and may be guide our carriage towards a more receivable 

and human aspects. 

Traditional Terracotta Art of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling 

Another important thing of Sub-Himalayan region is that terracotta. The terracotta art 

served as a significant medium of revealing several cultural perspectives of society, both 

urban and rural, through the ages reflecting contemporaneous, socio-cultural, economic and 

artistic tradition. Coomaraswamy rightly remarked that “The early Indian terracotta’s are of 

great importance not only as documents of the religious culture but as documents of the 

history of art”.83The artisans of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region have been fashioning items 

made of baked clay and unbaked clay right from very early time, which comprises of a 

variety of things ranging from votive offerings and icons to ornaments and toys. The art of 
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creating terracotta is of great antiquity. The proper accomplishment of many terracotta 

objects is still a matter of utterance and imbroglio. A single terracotta type may be illustrated 

diversely as a votive offering or as a devotional object, a magical image or portrait, a 

souvenir, a toy. The profuse and varied tranquility of the terracotta gives a clear signal that 

this art has not only been the over lordship of the poor man but it served as the medium of art 

manifestation of the people associating to all classes of society together with royalty and this 

‘Plastic Art’ therefore may be more favourably termed as the people’s Art. All classes of 

people rich and poor always used terracotta in several occasions. In India, even today 

unbaked and baked figurines are made and adored on festive occasions. The terracotta 

figurines provide a significant and continuous record perhaps no other evidences of history 

and art have been as abundant and controlling as this modest medium. Eventually, at one 

point of time the practice of manufacturing of terracotta objects moderately gets a 

diminishing trend ostensibly on account of its delicate nature, but even then this fact cannot 

be denied that a gradual flux of specimens of terracotta art fills the whole period of our 

cultural traditions and manages to endure till today. 

The nature and pleasure of terracotta art however diverge in urban and non-urban 

cultures. It is important to note that terracotta art can be considered as the unprompted 

handiwork of simple folk. It can be produced on large scale only when particular complex 

social situations are completed.84The making of terracotta of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region in large number involves technical implement at an artisan level that goes beyond the 

independent domestic pattern of production and is therefore feasible only in a society that is 

well settled and segregated into specialized professions. It also vindicated that such 

production is undertaken when there is a demand arising from religious institutions either 

under the tutelage of several elite people or individuals that they claim the use of clay 

figurines as votive offerings, magical charms or sometimes plaques used on the facades of the 
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stupa on temple walls for religious design or households deities or from people who would by 

secular figurines for embellishment of their homes, for children’s toy or for varied other 

motives. Necessity is the mother of invention is fully true of the potter’s art of Sub-

Himalayan Darjeeling and other parts of India Ancient Indian literature comprise manifold 

references concerning to terracotta art and potteries. The commencement of iconography may 

be found to as early as the Vedic period, wherein, however, the picture is not as sharp as it 

becomes later. The earliest Brahmanical literature, i.e. the Rigveda, the satapatha Brahmana, 

and the Atharvaveda mentions to the several kinds of potteries. The Atharvaveda, however, 

we have a number of hymns about them – ‘yam, kalpayanti, vahatau, vadhumiva, 

visvarupam, hastakrtam, chikitsavah, saradetvapa, nudam, enam.’85The potter has been called 

‘kulala’,86and Kaulala87and  Mritapacha’88.  The word of the potter namely, kaulala might 

have been a common title for all kinds of pottery makers, while cikitsava may have 

designated then class of potters, exceptionally involved in making figurine and fine pottery.  

The proof for the manifestation of the art of making clay figurine is found in Aitareya 

Brahmana,89wherein the making of a clay elephant is narrated as an art.90The work of the 

potter supplies important information like his position in society and the significance of his 

profession. Panini mentions to kulala and kaulalika which mean the potter and the earthen 

ware individually. Different puranas also provide useful semblance about the clay images.  

The Narada purana, the Ganesa purana etc. narrate the terracotta figurine of Ganesa. The 

vamana purana enlighten us that when parvati was practicing convulsion to please siva, her 

friends forward a terracotta figure of siva to amuse her. Brahma purana refers a clay figure of 

a lion. Excepting there are many references in our ancient literatures which refer to the types 

of toys that should be given to children of several age groups. Katha saritsagara gives 

adequate references pertaining to terracotta figurines. 91 Naradiya samhita gives more 

interesting information on the fashioning of terracotta figurines. This text narrates 
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manufacturing method of terracotta.92It is said in the Avsvalayana Grhyaparisista that for 

Nagabali (snake-sacrifice), a fine head of snake in clay or wood should be made and adored 

for a year. Following to the Mahabharata, the Nisada Ekalavya made a clay figure of his guru 

Dronacharya and exercised archery in front of it. The Harivamsa purana also mentions to two 

clay figures, i.e. of madhu and kaitabha. 93 So the tradition of terracotta employed for 

fashioning the images had been narrated in the Indian treaties on iconography. In the Sub-

Himalayan region of Darjeeling and also the other part of India an art form is basically 

devout to religious motive by a mysterious method of the switch of nature into godhood. In 

course of time, the ethics of artistic inventions were tabulated in the shilpashastra, a text on 

art and architecture prescribing explicit of aesthetic morality, distinction of form, ascertained 

ratio of the several parts of body, lineness (sadrisya), three-dimensional impact through a 

dispensation for reciprocity of light and shade as well as of colour, contemplation of mood 

and grace and precisions of iconography which help to identifyrecognize the individual deity.  

These became the dictums for the making of the images. 94  The ancient shilpashastra 

accomodated in the Matsyapurana would go back to the third century A.D.  By the fifth and 

sixth centuries standardization of a superior order was recommended to the BrihatSamhita 

and Vishnudharmottara purana. These texts also provide essential information regarding the 

methods of making, several techniques of preparing the clay for making figures etc. It is to be 

noted that this method of preparing the various terracotta object also used in Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region. Matsyapurana mentions to the formula for the creation of stucco like 

element and also points to the use of wood, clay or earth and such other transitory materials 

which were mixed up to make images of relatively viable nature. ‘Shilparatna’ refer about 

the technique of preparing clay fit for use which should be acquired and ground and left over 

for a month in ‘parchagavya’ (e.g. milk, curd, clarified butter, cow-urine and cow-dung) and 

then burnt in fire.95 Same techniques are used by the artisans of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 
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region. The literary, inscriptional and other evidences amply allude how in primitive and 

medieval times, earth or clay was one of the usual materials for the making of ceramics, 

images and articles. If solidify about the entire procedure of making of terracotta then we can 

see clearly that the artisans are applied the traditional method, but recent days a little bit 

changes is going on, because of modern demands. The Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region is 

characterized by numerous physical features and also economic features. On behalf of this 

development it absolutely clears that the terracotta products of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

regions has obtained good vogue in the society. The artisans manufactured a diversity of 

terracotta as obligated by the masses, are belonged to various regions. This is the vital 

significance of the secular features of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling religion’s terracotta 

industries.  But now a day’s the colours of terracotta objects are being changed. This is only 

because of the modern trends. The terracotta indicates variety of subject and even religious 

themes were delimitated through this art. From few decades terracotta began to be partly cast 

and partly modified in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling. The plaques of this period are in three 

dimensions. The figurines were often painted red, pink, yellow or black. Besides the 

terracotta figurines of male and female, animal and birds are also available in Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region. A few example of inscribed terracotta figures are also preserved in the 

Akshaya Kumar Maitreya Heritage Museum, University of North Bengal. The terracotta of 

the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region shows a general artistic evolution probably due to 

foreign connection. Secular aspects also have been noticed in the terracotta of this region.  

The main characteristics of the terracotta figurine of this period can be classified into three 

categories:  (i) those works in which Hellenistic impact is prominent; (ii) those in which there 

is a mixture of Hellenistic, Egyptian and Indian motifs; and (iii) whose which are purely 

representative of Indian component.96 
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Stella Kramrisch marked sharp fission between terracotta whose qualities are 

impression by traditional or historical factors as well as those whose formation and styles 

endure unaltered. Kramrisch’s pioneering work on “Indian terracotta” manifests evidently the 

sharp allocation between ageless type and times disparities. The timeless types are created by 

hand and no mould was employed. The time varieties of terracotta are moulded. She itemized 

terracotta figures in terms of temporal assignment, forms, techniques and theme which pursue 

to intensify our cognizance of the production, function and history of Indian terracotta 

art.97Same theory may also execute of the terracotta art of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region.  

The terracotta articles have widely been classified and arrange as follows:  (a) Human, (b) 

Animal and bird, (c)  Ornaments, (d) Ritual objects, (e) Games and amusement objects, (f) 

Tools and implements & (g) Miscellaneous. The several terracotta objects of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region throw light on the socio-economic and religious circumstances of 

contemporaneous society. Except the terracotta objects also consider the popular taste and 

ideas of different grades of the common folk of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region. The 

terracotta objects of demand both by rich and general classes in the society of Sub-Himalayan 

Darjeeling region.  So the artists of this region not only master on terracotta objects but also 

given fully attention to decorate it in various ways. So the appraisement of the terracotta 

objects of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region evident a scenic view of the society right from 

very early times to present day. 

Ornaments and Musical Instruments 

The Nepali community of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling region is very much enthusiastic 

about wearing ornament. They chiefly used to wear ornaments like Tiara (Sirbandi), 

Kantha(Necklace), Naugeri(pearl necklace), Charnihariand golden pendant with green bead 

Tihari,Bulaki (nose ring), Dungri (nose pin), Chandrahaar or Tik Mala, Chepti son and 

Gadwari (Ear ring), Bracelet (chura of silver), Kalli (anklet). There are some other exoteric 
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jewellery are sim – ‘gunyo’ in Nepali phaoce-waist belt. The Limbu women are very much 

exoteric for the use of gold ornaments. Side by side they also used to wear useyuppa (silver), 

lung (glass stones), ponche (coral/amber), and mudhin (turquoise). A very noticeable feature 

about the Limbu ornaments is that it is very much influenced by nature, as the nature worship 

is very much exoteric among the Limbus, as many other global indigenous people. 

Samyanfung; (gold flower) – Huge circular disc like in gold. The general pattern features a 

coral on the centre. Following to the Limbu people samyanfung illustrates the sun. Huge 

circular flattened gold earring Laksari – Gold earrings worn incessantly on the ear lobes. In 

the shape of leaves, Namloyeeoryogakpa – Large silver necklace in the shape of a square of 

circle studded with coral stones. Similar as Tibetan ghau; yangyichi or Reji – Long necklace 

with coins, Sesephung (Bright flower) – A forehead piece with coral moon.  Nepali Sirbandi, 

yarling – Lotus bud shaped earrings, pongwari or kantha – Necklace with golden beads and 

red felt.Hukpangi – silver bangle, swagep-Finger ring, ponche-Red coral beads. The Limbu 

male persons used to wear ornaments like poga – Head endue that is pointy and tied at the 

back with long strips, NingKheng-Muffler, phaoee-waist belt etc.98 

The musical instruments also played an important role in the Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

culture, as the instruments are essential organs of various festivals ceremonies and sacred 

auspicious religious rituals. The folk musical instruments of Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

region is mainly made by using local available materials, such as bamboo, wood, various 

metals etc.  The most popular folk instruments are, namely – 

Murchunga – is a iron made instrument, with a flexible metal or bamboo tongue and it 

sounded like Bengali folk instrument binayo, mainly the Kirata tribes make use of it. 

The Bansuri, murali or flute is shaped of a bamboo cylindrical pipe with finger holes in 

it. 
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Madala – is one of the most exoteric instruments among the Nepali community. It is made 

by wooden cylinder, and both side holes are enveloped by leather skin. It has been uttered 

that the manor community for launched it. 

Dhimay – the drum shaped wooden instrument is very much exoteric in the newer 

community. The end holes of the drum are covered with goat skin. 

Tunga – this instrument is mainly manufactured by rhododendron wood which is 

mainly produced in the hilly regions. 

Damphu – this instrument is very much looks similar dafli. It is mainly used in the 

Tamang community made by wooden circular composition with leather cover. 

Yalamber – a bamboo and wire assembled instrument, very exoteric among the Kirata 

community. 

Ekatare – is a quite exoteric folk instrument in the hills as well as in the plains. It is 

chiefly played by the sages.  It is made by wood, leather and a single string. 

Sarangi – a wooden string musical device is very much analogous to the western violin.  

It is used to be a very exoteric musical instrument within the locals; they used to play it on 

the streets. 

Dhyangro – a drum shaped wooden instrument with both side enveloped by extending 

leather and a curved stick used to play it. 

Khainjadi (A tambourine) – it is a small wooden drum with skin extended in both side 

hollow edges. It is usually made by wood, bronze metal and ox-hide. But with the increasing 

vogue the old traditional wooden form transformed into plastic. 
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Pancha Baja – is named because five several instruments played in a same time. It 

contained instruments like – Jhyamta or cymbal, a two flat round metal dishes (Bronze or 

Brass) tied with each other and played by heating each other, Nagwa is made by leather 

extended edges of an empty copper bowl, playing by healing stick.  Tyamko, another 

instrument of PanchaBaje, is a smaller version of Damaha and played with sticks called gajo, 

sanai, a metal tube shaped instrument with few finger holes and the fifth one is named 

Narasingha or Trumpet is made by two pieces of hunched copper pipe or tube, played by 

blowing air. 

There is also a band of nine musical instruments called Naumati Baja. ‘Nau’ means 

nine. This instrument is chiefly played by Damai community in different auspicious 

purposes.99 

Weaving as an another decorative art form of Sub – Himalayan Darjeeling 

Weaving is one of the primitive traditions in India as well as sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

also. The old text namely Rigveda, yajurveda and atharvaveda defray necessary narration on 

the textile materials of that period. Several kinds of costumes has been itemize in kautilyas’ 

Arthasastra. It would be tough to find any other craft narrated so lavishly in the primordial 

books as textile.100The distinctive style that emerged were destined by cultural influences, 

geographical background and also by trade communications as well as blending of several 

cultures lead in by flow of migratory tribes, have hugely influenced the prosperity of different 

styles of textiles weaves. 101 These factors are also relevant for the develop of weaving 

industry in sub – Himalayan Darjeeling region. The Lepchas, Bhutias, Nepalease, Tamang 

etc. communities of this region are playing an important role in the development of weaving 

industries. The numerous festivals are integral part of people’s life in this region. The 

Nepalease, Tamang, Bhutia, Lepcha tribes are proclaims their distinctive characteristics 
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through the art of weaving. The patterns of the costumes also used with lot of care and 

excellence. The Tibetan refugee self help centre is one of valuable centre of weaving in the 

sub-himalayan Darjeeling. As the name goes the centre is running by the Tibetan refugees 

who started living here. And to fulfill their basic requires so they are involved in this work of 

weaving. woolen carpets, door mats, shawls, jackets etc also made here. These crafts are even 

exported several countries of the world. Here the manufacturing method has been controlled 

by the women weavers. The primary raw material that has been employed to make hand 

twisted woolen carpets, cotton thread and woolen yarn for weaving. It relies on the needs of 

the customers, for which certain times synthetic yarns also have been used. The methods of 

this woolen carpets weaving is in declining position because the methods is confined within 

the older generation and the new one’s could not grasped it accurately. And with the gradual 

accessions of synthetic yarn also attenuated its traditional value and make it more 

commercialized. The craftsmen of Tibetan refugee self help centre are used two types of 

colour. One is herbal and other is chemical colour. Seven type of herbal colour are using for 

the manufacturing product of this centre. The component of seven type of herbal colours are 

Tea leaf, Rhubarb root, Burrburry plant, Myrabolan nut, Madder root, Rumex leaf, Indigo 

plant and the chemical colour they have to use as their requirements. 

A rectangular wooden frame is organized by sal wood of 3”x4” size. The frame 

remained in a bended condition learning it against the wall. A loom of cotton thread is 

extended out on this frame. Following to the size of carpet the loom is constructed. At the end 

of the frame a wooden bar is connected. From this point the genuine carpet weaving is 

inaugrated. The wooden bar is known as ‘Roksing’. Another wooden bar is fastened upon one 

foot from the roksing between the layers of the thread and is parallel to the roksing. This 

piece of wooden bar called ‘Nesing’, which distinguishes the cotton yarns. The yarns run 

collateral and vertically in the rare status in the loom. When some motif is to be launched 
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introduced the woolen yarn is splitted leaving an open ended frame of about half inches and 

yarn of several colours is applied. Knots are made on an iron bar (Changda) which 

collaterally positioned with the roksing. When different knots were made all over the iron rod 

is removed, another tool known as Tak used in adjusting the knots to capture the attained 

position with the cotton yarn. It takes at least 5-10 days for a person to create a carpet.102 

The artisans are preparing the eight types of holy symbols on apron, wall carpet, 

wooden frame etc. These eight type of symbols are (a)white parasol(Tibetan- Gdugs –Kar, 

this symbols keeps away the heat of evil intension. It denotes the shed under which one can 

have the fortune of escaping from the suffering of the scorching heat of all sorts of 

convulsions world. (b) Two golden fishes (Tibetan-Gser-na), it is a symbol of complacency 

and effectiveness. It denotes the capability to swim with easy without any obstacle in the 

ocean of samsarickworld and from complacency to complacency in to the water of 

blissfulness. This also denotes the two truths playing and the transcendental truth. (c) Vase 

(Tibetan-Bumpa), it is a symbol of hoard of all desire. This is also marks the fortune of 

having an in tedious luxurious wealth of good health, long life and material wealth. (d) Lotus 

(Tibetan-Pema), it is a symbol of plight of redemption and divine origin. Following to 

meaning of this symbol, like lotus which though grown in the mud reside free from the 

muddy dirt, this signifies the purity one’s mind and deeds which are free from the dirt of 

transgression. It also suggests the symbol of non concreation. (e) Endless knot (Tibetan-Dpal-

be), it is a mystic design symbol of the endless cycle of rebirths. It is signifies the luck of 

complementing every perspective of the life amicable to each other such as religion and 

politics, wisdom and means and of knowledge and sympathy. (f) Victorious Banner (Tibetan-

Rgyal-mts’an), raised on mount meru, centre of Buddhist universe. It is signifies the luck of 

having triumph of good over the sluggish power, which confines the success of noble goals 

and also the victory of the Dharma preached by the Buddha. (g) Sea Shell (Tibetan-Dun kar), 
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It is an emblem of blessedness of turning to the right. It denotes the vigil of sensibilities 

beings from the sleeping state of their opaque and motivating them towards the path of noble 

deeds that are favourable to self and others. (h) Wheel (Tibetan-K’horlo), it is a symbol of 

leads to excellence. Its eight spokes exemplifying the eight fold path. It is denotes the fortune 

of passing the time of all the aware beings under the benisons of the Buddha’s wheel of 

Dharma being revolved perpetually without coming to an end.103 
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Pic- 149, Wooden Radha-Krishna, Acc. No. 1, 

Source: collected by researcher, from A.K.M.H. Museum, NBU 

 

 
Pic-150, Traditional wooden decorative Mold with floral motif 

Source:collected by researcher, from Art emporium  
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Pic-152 

 
Pic- 153 

Traditional wooden decorative Mold with faunal motif 

Source: collected by researcher, from Jolly art, Darjeeling 
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Pic-154, Cup made by Bamboo 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 155,Floral decoration on wooden door 

Source: collected by researcher 

 

 
Pic- 156,Dragon motif on wooden box 

Source: collected by researcher, from Asian art palace,Darjeeling 
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Pic- 157, Lord Buddha decoration on wooden door 

Source: collected by researcher  
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Pic-158, Dragon motif on wooden door 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-159 

 

Pic- 160,Wooden horn for ritual purpose in Dali Monastery 

Source: collected by researcher From Dali Monastery 
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Pic- 161 

 

Pic- 162,Various Floral and Dragon decoration on wooden box for ritual purpose 

Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 163 

 

Pic- 164, Decorative wooden throne 

Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 165, Golden decoration on wooden throne of King of SongtseuGyaupa 

Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic-166 

 

Pic-167, Decorated Dragon and Lion and floral motif wooden box for ritual purpose 

                    Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 168, Decorated drum in Dali Monastery 

Source: collected by researcher, from Dali Monastery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 169, Wooden decorated traditional Khukri cover 

Source: collected by researcher, from Art Emporium, Darjeeling 
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Pic-170 Pic-171 

 

Pic- 172,WoodenGoddess,  

Source: collected by researcher, from Art emporium, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 173, Decorative wooden box with floral motif 

 

Pic-174, Decorative Sea Shell with Dragon Motif 

Source: collected by researcher, from Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 175 

 

Pic- 176, Decorative wooden box and Jewellery 

Source: collected by researcher, from Kalimpong Art Gallery, Darjeeling 
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Pic-177 

 

Pic-178 

 

Pic-179, Wooden decorative objects  

Source: collected by researcher, from from Asian Art Palace, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 180, Decorative wooden objects collected from Jolly Arts, Darjeeling 

 

 

Pic-181, various decorative wooden box 

Source: collected by researcher, from Nepal Curio House, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 182 

 

Pic- 183 

 

Pic- 184, wooden block for Tibetan language news paper  

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 185 

 

Pic- 186, wooden block for Tibetan language news paper  

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-187, Tibetan News Paper 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 188 

 

Pic- 189, Artisan carving decorative wooden frame 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 190, wooden panel with decorative eight holy symbol of Buddhism 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan Refugee Self Help Centre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-191, the man drying sheep wool on the roof 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 192, Woman artisan making the carpet 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-193, preparing carpet 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-194 

 

Pic- 195, Inside of the carpet weaving section 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 196 

 

Pic-197 

The artisans showing the Herbal colour 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-198, Natural off white and grey colour 

 

Pic-199, Vegetable light pink colour 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-200, Vegetable red colour 

 

Pic-201, Natural black and beige colour 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-202, vegetable golden 

 

Pic-203, Vegetable beige colour 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-204, Vegetable brown 

 

Pic- 205, Wool ready for dying 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-206, Chemical colour 

 

Pic-207,Chemical colour woolen ball 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 208, women artisan spinning the wool 

 

Pic-209, preparing carpet 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic-210, woolen carpet ready for sale 

 

Pic-211, various sizes woolen carpet and Dress ready for sale 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 212 

 

 Pic- 213, small sizes woolen carpet 

 Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 214, Tibetan refugee self helpcentre 

Source: collected by researcher, from Tibetan refugee self helpcentre, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 215 

 

Pic- 216, Traditional decorative wooden furniture, Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

Source: collected by researcher, from Darjeeling 
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Pic-217 

 

Pic-218, Floral decorative design on wood  

Source: collected by researcher, 
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Pic- 219 

 

Pic- 220, Traditional wooden household utility with design 

Source: collected by researcher, 
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Pic- 221, Wooden Dragon motif on Swordsmanship 

Source: collected by researcher, from Asian art palace, Darjeeling 
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Pic-222 

 

Pic- 223, wooden household utensils 

Source: collected by researcher, From Arts Crafts & Curious, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 224 

 

Pic- 225, Various Terracotta objects 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 226 

 

Pic-227, Various Terracotta objects 

Source: collected by researcher, from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 
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Pic-228 

 

Pic-229, Decorative Bone china cup, plate, dish,  

Source: collected by researcher, from Biswa Bangla, Darjeeling 
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Pic- 230 

 

Pic-231, Terracotta Doll and Bull figurine  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-232 

 

Pic- 233, Colouring Terracotta objects  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-234 

 

Pic-235, Artisancolouring Terracotta objects 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 236 

 

Pic- 237, Terracotta object with Folk and Egyptian resemblance  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 238, Terracotta objects for decoration  

 

 

Pic- 239, Terracotta pot with floral design 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 240 

 

 

Pic-241, Terracotta flower vase with various design for decoration purpose 

                                              Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic-242 

 

Pic-243, Bamboo and Cane household utility  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 244 

 

Pic- 245 

 

Pic- 246, Bamboo and Cane sofa set for household utility 

Source: collected by researcher 
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      Pic- 247 

 

Pic- 248, Traditional house in Darjeeling  

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 249 

 

Pic- 250, Perspective view of traditional house in Sub-Himalayan Darjeeling 

Source: collected by researcher 
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Pic- 251,decorative wood carving 

Source: collected by researcher from National Museum, New Delhi 
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Pic- 252, Lord Buddha 

Source: Collected by researcher,from National Museum, New Delhi 
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Pic- 253, Terracotta Idol 

Source: Collected by researcher,from National Museum, New Delhi 
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Pic- 254,Terracotta Idol 

Source: Collected by researcher,from National Museum, New Delhi 
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Pic- 255, Terracotta bull figures 

 

Pic- 256, Terracotta vessel 

Source: Collected by researcher,from National Museum, New Delhi 
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